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Welcome, 

Our third Hack the Patriarchy event of 2022 continued the conversation
about the patriarchy, its impact on us in the performing arts and what we
do about it! It was IRL in Edinburgh and it feels like the conversation is
getting going again. 

In case you haven't joined any of our sessions so far, Hack the Patriarchy
is a series of events that aim to create more meaningful conversations
around gender inequality in Scottish theatre. This zine brings you up to
date with where the previous HTP events have brought the conversation
so you can jump in at any point.   

The sessions are designed to share experiences, discuss potential action
and understand the collective power of those seeking to create change
by using popular education and Theatre of the Oppressed techniques to
galvanise Open Space style discussions. 

Julia Taudevin and the Hack the Patriarchy Team 
Stellar Quines 
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htp 6 - open space

12 July 2022
In person at the 

Scottish Storytelling Centre, 
Edinburgh 

HOW DO WE TAKE CARE OF OURSELVES AND EACH OTHER
DURING A CHANGE PROCESS THAT WE ARE GOING
THROUGH?
BULLSHIT BUTTON - HELP YOU RECOGNISE THAT IT'S THE
PATRIARCHY AND NOT YOU.
IS IT A BAD THING IF THEATRE FALLS APART POST COVID?
OR WILL IT ONLY DWINDLE AND THE POWERFUL REMAIN TO
BECOME MORE POWERFUL?
ELEPHANTS! WHAT IS MY POWER? THEY KNOW THAT THEY
HAVE POWER. HOW DO WE BUILD SOMETHING THAT
ALLOWS PEOPLE TO KNOW THAT THEY HAVE POWER?

CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR
THIS SESSION: 



WHAT FOLK TALKED
ABOUT...
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How do we change the artistic direction of

big theatres when the same type of people

get employed? (i.e. white man from a middle

class background)

Creative Scotland feels constantly in a state of flux which isn’t
helpful
Treating the “right” people who manage to infiltrate the
“right”way
“2 pronged bullshit” – in ref to CEOs/ Managers/ Board protecting
each other
People feel dispensable
Employing people based on friendships and an inner circle
Need for a champion within Creative Scotland
Agent for change? How do we do this as freelancers?
Alcohol culture can make people feel vulnerable
FUCK ‘EM
Big buildings can feel like throwing artists at a lower pay grade
under the bus for the protection of those more artistically
valuable
Championing companies who are empowering
How do we have networking that better works for people in the
room?
Going where the money is – women buy more theatre tickets



Ripple effect
Transferring creative change from bubbles and making those
bubbles bigger
Active supporting of the people who inspire you
Where can we get people who aren’t as money motivated? Or
at least not as primary motivation? 
Inevitable burnout causing loss in the industry
Someone infiltrates -> They burnout/ they want better/ they
can’t represent everyone -> they leave the industry
Maximum term serving as CEO/ drastic directors, much like
boards
All roads lead back to education and representation, which
need money and industry support



“credited” training vs what is seen as “untrained”
Division musical theatre, certain colleges, certain specialties
Longer timeframes for casting
Casting can feel tokenistic and its demoralising for the
performers
Does more progressive casting begin with the producer (the
budget)?
Are we doing it for the right reasons?
Non-inclusive casting is a choice
Agents -> getting an agent who’ll represent you properly
How hard are people actually looking?
Open casting is seen as a hardship
Creative Scotland funded casting agencies?
More expensive for marketing/casting directors etc
Hoping for a ripple effect of change
Moving to a more diverse theatre scene, but doesn’t feel
international -> British actors playing Italian characters etc.
where Italian actors aren’t even seen
Accessibility requests are either not met or disabled artists are
ignored
Hurdles to even get in the room
Agents are not held accountable

The casting process is flawed (tokenism

etc.) - How do we improve it?



Access is seen as “too expensive/taking too much time”
If casting directors are employed, how do we ensure they’re
allowing people in?
It’s about the stage reflecting the public
Putting pressure on those with resources to lead by example
Practice makes perfect almost, the more you open cast, the
easier it gets
Why do you need an agent?
Who actually monitors agents? Does anybody? Why not?
FST should make all casting directors and agents go on anti-
racism training/unconscious bias training
Too much importance on casting directors’ knowledge of the
sector?



How do we make those with no voice

havE a meaningful voice?

 
Encourage or support people to be at the table on boards,
often a site of power
Open boards meetings, flexibility -> make them more
interactive – less boring -> facilitate collaboration and ability
to contribute
Dream: Building audiences (who feel they don’t or can’t have a
say) in communities that feel they can have a say on what
happens in theatre spaces
How do you safeguard?
Making theatre accessible for non-English speakers, for carers,
D/deaf groups etc
Education? Schemes to get groups into theatre spaces
Workshops with audiences
Go into the community -> How does it go back into the “proper”
theatres? 
Saviourism
Why are we telling the story? But if not us then who?



How to be an “agent for change” in

between orgs?

Is it the responsibility of freelancers? Hard to be seen not as
“disruptive”
Problems with fitting into an org rather than them being more
accommodating
Two-way evaluations (paid for time) -> offering it as an eval of
project opp for orgs
Freelancer questionnaires at start from the orgs -> putting
onus on orgs to supply/ offer training to freelancers
Freelancers can cross-pollinate!
Best practice guidelines for orgs working with freelancers
Consistently educating companies is exhausting
Access riders and access statements
Being like a mosquito?!
Orgs could think of more ways to enjoy longer-term with
freelancers
Stating your needs explicitly when starting work with an org +
expectations of work -> freelancer handbook?
There is potential power to change from the inside
Everybody and orgs to be open and up front about project in
initial conversation



Managing health and chronic conditions/

pain management in work/ freelance

environments

 Access rider – everyone should have one – not having to
advocate for yourself – unlimited has a template – how can I
do the best work? If there is unpredictability it is harder, needs
flexibility, how do you work with access conflict? What is the
obligation of receiving an access rider?
Invisible Disability – fatigue, chronic pain, neurodiverse
The language is flawed – systemic in the whole world,
recognition of accessing benefits, needs work -> care +
extreme care = access + extreme access?, works it in at
levering capacity
May feel like I’m not up to the job (don’t want it to be)
On average it takes years for a formalised process, on the
backfoot if you’re marginalised
How do I bring it up? Regularity that pain can be an issue,
non-chronic pain bodies may not understand
How to raise these issues in male dominated spaces? Needs
to feel safe, rearranging these outlines of how we work
The thought that you’re only disabled if you are “disabled all
the time” has ripple effects
There are days that I might not be able to turn up
Day to day work practice
Expectation vs reality, don’t offer me a laptop, get me a taxi
Bloody Good Period adjusted their internal structure



How can we make sure that people with

extreme levels of caring responsibilities

are still included?

 

 

Not just for people who have caring responsibilities
Priority for certain people isn’t happening in acting -> more opps
need to be made available
Family responsibilities – ‘Not reliable’ as a single parent, never
know when there will be a crisis, exhausting but still want to work,
how can this work?
“Re-emerging” -> when are you “emerging” or “established” -> If
you haven’t “had success” are you seen as a failure or unable to
succeed? -> “Emerging” schemes are targeted to younger people
Acceptance that having children will be detrimental to your
career affects mothers more than fathers
How can you make inroads if you’re returning to work or because
of career breaks? Is it fair to be cast against others in same age
but different lived experiences?
Equality monitoring for –> Check your privileges form -> only
compassing on disadvantages -> self definition -> need
research: how many parents or carers have left the arts?
Honesty around privilege -> middle class, without caring
responsibilities
PiPA – can advocate but we need structural change, how do we
find out who’s left the industry? Data driven
Childcare costs on top of wage -> wage that accounts for
flexibility and can also cover needs -> more money
Parents and childcare isn’t the only type to focus on



If we burnt the arts down, what would

utopia look like?

Pure representation of people who live on this earth – shifting
back the hierarchy of what culture is? -> Need to be beacons
serving the community -> Power of decision makers in what we
present
Is bigger better? -> What can big orgs learn from small humble
orgs that earn their place in the community -> investing in
traditional media/ medium -> is purpose of building to sell
tickets – not to save community
Multi purpose space -> cross fertilisation of programme -> shut
it for 2 days – 4 day week?
Community engagement needs resource, not a ‘tack on’, it’s
central to the work, embracing what community is interested in
Benefits of freelancers to cross pollination -> freelance on
project then some space to develop own work 
How do we make this attractive? -> Cross pollination – does
this move back to the patriarchy? -> Expensive -> Culture
assets -> Respond 
Funding causes admin – why do we need all that data?
When we budget, use

Creative 1
Creative 2
Creative 3

rather than name, Lighting Designer, Sound Designer etc.



NEXT HACK THE PATRIARCHY...

htP 7 

26 July, 12-2pm ONLINE (ZOOM) 

WHAT TO EXPECT: 
We will meet on Zoom to continue the conversation. Julia will update
us on the discussion so far and give a run down of what to expect
over the time we are together. 

There will be scribes who will collect notes from different
conversations that may happen in the online spaces.

Then we will come back together for a full group debrief and check in
before we the end of the session. 

BUT WHAT WILL WE BE DISCUSSING? 
Well, as always with Hack The Patriarchy events, that's up to you. Julia
will offer some individual visual/writing activities inspired by Rainbow
of Desire to begin to understand our personal relationship to the
patriarchy and our sector and then give everyone a chance to
propose a conversation and then host it. 



 
Conversation starters

Is the entire sector BURNT OUT and, if
so, is this a chance to build back

better? 

If we BURN IT DOWN can we turn it
into a BEACON?

How do we empower the entire
sector to power to BURST THE BUBBLE

of the powerful/gatekeepers?
BULLSHIT BUTTON?

Is the freelancer in a place of power  
or vulnerability caught BETWEEN the

orgs/funders and the art? 


